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involved  in the 
car 
accident  in Arizona 
on Monday 
were  said to be 






 manager at Saint 
Joseph's Hospital in 
Phoenix.  
Alma
 Aquina, a member of 
MEChA and the 
Impact Party 
candidate
 for legislative affairs 
for 
the
 Associated Students' elections, 
went through 
an
 hour long pre-
cautionary operation on her pelvis 
on Wednesday 
and was said to be 
stable, according
 to Jose Lopez, 
one of the other 
passengers  
involved 
in the accident. 
Aquina's  injuries included a 
sprained neck 




MEChAs  co-chair 
According to Federico, 
Aquina  
was  shifted to the Intermediate 
Care Area on Wednesday 
Antonio 
Nunez,  who was also 
injured in the accident, is still in 
intensive care and on a respirator 
after suffering severe head 
injuries, according to Lopez, who 
was the Impact Party candidate 
for the director of community 
affairs for the A.S. elections. 
Lopez, who escaped with mires* 
injuries, said Nunez would be 
required to wear a head brace 
for 
about 
six  months. 
"It is nothing permanent," 
Lopez said."He should recover." 
Lopez said the hospital was 
supposed to remove the respirator 
from Nunez today,
 but now they 
weren't sure. 




Nunez to recover. 




 recovers and 
maybe longer
 for Nunez. 
Lopez said Aquina
 could either 
wait in Arizona 
until she recovers
 
and is able 
to fly back on a 
stan-
dard 
plane  or get flown









ner,  driven by 
Garcia,  hit the 
left 
side of the 
rail and rolled 
three 
times
 but it wasn t 
exactly clear 
what caused 




 Lopez were 
there along with 
Alicia Casas and 
Adriana 












A night in the 
life
 
of a UPD officer 
Ben Liehenherg
 / Daily Staff 
Officer
 Lee Tassio writes a citation for driving without a license as Officer Eric
 Wong searches though the trunk of the detainees 
car. The car was towed and impounded for 30 days. 
By Rickee 
Hill  
DAILY STAFF WRITER 
It's 7 p.m., 
March 15 and 
Officer 
Lee  Tassio double-
checks the functions 
on his 
patrol car  
headlights, spot-
lights and sirens. He then 
takes note of 
the fuel level 
and inventories the supplies 
in the car, including 
a shotgun 
and shells that are locked in 









 he said. 
He removed the
 gun from 
the car, 
took out the shells, 
arid then reloaded it. 
"(Officers)
 don't want to be 




Tassio is taking his turn on 





the  radio, 
Tassio
 explained what some-
one should  to do if something 
happened  to him while on a 
call. 
"Push this button and tell 
dispatch where we are," he 
said. "Don't worry about me. 
Just 
run."  
Tassio graduated from the 
San Jose State University 
criminal justice program and 
worked as a security guard at 
Great America before joining 
the force at SJSU's University 
Police Department a year ago. 
"It's like 
a big family," Tas-
sio said. "The chief knows me 
by my first 
name." 
Tassio compared UPD to a 
larger agency and said people 
 see PATROL,














 might have to vote 
on whether they will accept 
a fee 
increase 
for their Valley Trans-
portation Authority 
stickers  at 
the next 
Associated  Students 
election, said Eyedin Zonobi, the 
manager 
of
 Associated Students 
Transportation  Solutions. 
Students are 
charged for the 
stickers






The current stickers 
are  valid 
from Jan. 23 to 
Sep.  9, and cost 
students
 $21.50. 




 by the VTA board of 
directors
 and goes t. the A.S. 




lose the program all 





university  loses the 
program, it will have a negative 
impact on the 
university,  Zonobi 
said.  
"More cars arid heavier 
traffic 
will surround 
San Jose State 
University," Zonobi said. "Not
 
just during 
peak  hours  most 
of the 
day."  








he said they 
didn't
 





 was of disap-
pointment and surprise,"
 Zonobi 
said. "They really should have 
informed us earlier. 
They know 
our policies." 
Zonobi said the transporta-
tion company can't just raise the 
price of the
 transportation stick-
er  it has to be voted on by the 
students. 
"We have a contract with 
them," Zonobi 
said. "Before any 
kind of a fare review, they are 
supposed
 to have informed us. 
We can't just increase the fees. 
We 
have  to send this to student 
elections." 
He said the fee 
increase 
would have been on the A.S. bal-
lot last month, 
but  the company 
did not inform the university in 
time. 
"We have to sit down at the 
table with them," Zonobi said. 
"We don't know how this is  going 
to affect us." 
The transportation company 
said the fee 
increase has been 




Zonobi said VTA wants to 
raise the price 
as




 it's fair because I 
ride: junior social science major
 
Paul 




the fees  then 
it's
 all 
I users) ... 
it's
 not San Jose State 
putting on an 
extra tab because 
they 
want to make extra money." 
VTA Public Information Man-
ager John Pilger said fee 
increases are not
 a sure thing 
yet, so it is too early to tell what 
will happen. 
"We are
 still holding meet-
ings." Pilger said. "Nothing has 
been decided yet." 
Pilger said the board of direc-
tors wants 
to have further dis-
cussions before they make a 
decision.
 
The board is expected to vote 
on 
whether  to raise fees on May 
2, Pilger said. 
If approved, the fee increases 
would take place for public users 




































By Lori Hanley  
DAIL) SlAtF 




 Academic Senate 
Signs 
of peace danced
 in the wind






 blue, green 
and  yellow 
flags,
 each one -
square
-foot, adorned 




make a peace 







 to students 
as







 Flags for Peace









April  8-12. 
"We 
are looking for
 signs of peace
 from all 
over the world in 
as many languages
 as we can 
find. We are hoping




Two signs urged students




 or write to express
 your thoughts and 
sign 
the guest book." 
International students 
from Kenya, Singe 




States drew flags that called for 
peace  
with  say-




don't make peace." 
"We are 








Cherkasky Makhni said the 
event  
had 
already been successful, with about
 40 peace 
flags made in  the first four hours. 
Flags for 
Peace  was started at 
the 
University 






















sity for ideas. 
 
See FLAGS,





Dx111 SIAM- WRIIIR 
Academic 
Senate
 Chair James 
Brent does
 not usually talk 
in 
metaphors, but finds
 it hard to not 
relate himself 
to
 that guy in the 
center  
of a ring with a top 
hat and whip. 
"I don't want
 to compare the 
Acad-
emic Senate to a circus, 
" Brent said. 
"But I am a kind of ringmaster."
 
Instead of a whip and 
top hat he 
has a gavel and 
wears  a suit and tie. 
According
 to Brent, one of the 
most 
challenging aspects 
of his position is 




Brent was recently re-elected unan-
imously as chairman. 
The
 Academic Senate, which has 
50 
senators, is a 
governing  body that is 
made up mainly of administration and 
faculty, but also 
includes student rep-




 by committees and imple-
ments 





 to represent the 
interests of 
the faculty, but 
also  I have t,o 
maintain  
 










DAR Y S 
Juggling.











create awareness of 
the occupa-








py month is a time for people who 
work in the 








































of a course in manage-
ment and 
were  assigned 
to
 do an 
advocacy  program,
 said student 
Rupal Matani. 
She said 
students in the pro-
gram
 usually set up 
display 
tables every semester 
to educate 
students on campus and to get 
students 
involved.  
Graduate student Anna 
DeLue said the 
group  was able to 
choose the type of project they 
want,ed. 
Some went to speak in medical 
schools and elementary
 schools to 
teach 
students  about the pro-
gram  and what  it 
involves,  she 
said. 
Posters showed pictures of dif-
ferent occupational therapy clin-
 see THERAPY. Page 4 
















 there's one thing to be learned from the Asso-
ciated Students general elections, it's this: every 
vote counts. 
Don't think so? 
Ask Ryan Grotz, who lost the A.S. presidency
 by 
23 votes. That's a "If only I had ..." waiting to hap-
pen. If only he had talked to one 
more
 class. If only 
he had talked to one more student organization. 
Who knows? 
Ask Denise Olenak, who lost the position of 
Director of Campus Climate Affairs by eight votes.
 
That's eight more hands she could have shaken or 
eight more fliers she could have distributed. Who 
knows? 
Ask Sam Cases, who would have been the vice 
president if he received 34 more votes. That's a dif-






 students are the only ones who know. 
They are the ones who head to the polls, mark the 
choices and make the 
decision.  They decide who 
wins and who losses. Whose campaigning and hard 
work will earn a seat on A.S. and whose campaign-
ing and hard work earns a  pat on the back and a 
"better luck next time." 
But it seemed that this year some students could 
care less. 
Voter turnout was 2,406, which means that it 
was 591 less than last year. More importantly it 
means 
that there are still nearly 25,000 students 
enrolled at this campus who didn't vote. 
Citing reasons such as not being informed, not 
caring, not having the time, many students walked 
right past the voting booths or the campaigning 
candidates. 
Being apathetic is easy, but losing by 23 votes 
after campaigning - that's hard. 
Not taking the time to read a voter guide or lis-
ten to a candidate is easy, but having to explain to 
a candidate that if talking to nine more students 
could have changed the results - that's hard. 
And in usual SJSU fashion, most students again 
took the easy way out this year. 
A.S. isn't the most thrilling or glorious organiza-
tion on campus, but it definitely impacts the cam-
pus. 
It decides where our fees go. It gives students a 
voice. And if students 
care  enough, A.S. can change 
things. 
But without the students behind it, A.S. is like a 
running car with
 no one in the driver's seat - it's 
not going anywhere. 
Next year, instead of 
thinking "I don't know if I 
should vote" think, "Does one vot,e make a differ-
ence?" 
Ask Grotz or Olenak or Cases.












about going too far.
 It's a 
little late to still 





 but this, I feel, 




Grotz is the 
current
 A.S. vice president 
and the 
winner  of the 
Director
 of Faculty 
Affairs
 seat in the 
n3cent  elections. 
Upon
 the election results being post-
ed two weeks ago 
Wednesday, Grotz 
was a pretty 
happy  guy. He won his 
seat. 
His Spartan Party 




 so happy in fact, that
 he felt 
the need to act 
stupid.
 Because that's 
what people do when they're
 happy - 
act stupid. 
The Impact Party, his party's prima-
ry opposition in the election stood 
about 15 yards behind the 
window  
where the results were posted, in what 
they called a "thank you circle." 
They 
went  around the circle thank-
ing each person in the party for some-
thing they had done.
 
As this  was going on, Grotz made 
his move. He started yelling at them. 
Making fun of them. Taunting them. 
He said something to 
the  effect of 
"How's that for integrity?" referring to one 
of Impact's campaign slogans and made a 
comment to president Maribel Martinez 




Spartan  Party again, alluding 
to
 diffi-
culties  Martinez 
has
 had worlcing 
with  









 was thanking each 
other - not even 
knowing
 who had 
won and who had lost. 
Immaturity aside, the 
bothersome 
part of all this was that 
Grotz appeared 
content, happy even, to work against 
Martinez and the Impact
 Party. It hap-
pened for the past year, and his actions
 
made it clear that he 
wasn't  going to do 
anything  to change that. Nothing to 
let  
the personal issues die and
 work for the 
students.  
I was ready to spend 
this whole col-
unui ripping into Grotz for his actions. 
And contrary to what
 you may think, 
that's not what
 rm doing right now. This 
is actually going somewhere. 
So, I 
was  ready to 
go
 on another 
A.S. 












about how he 
we need ex -
President
 Leo Davila
 back was 
pub-
lished. If you 




Leo ribbing, only 
I did the same 
thing as Erik 
Grotz - acted stupid. 
Like 
Grotz,  I went too 
far.
 I wrote 
some
 things that offended




point  of that coltunn 
was  that if 
students don't 
care, you get A.S. 
presi-
dents like 
Davila.  A point 
that
 I still 
stand by. 
But, like 
Grotz,  I was caught 
up in 
the moment. I said 
something  about 
his family. 
Made  a joke 
involving
 his 




godmother  upset. 
And, as much I try 
to
 get people 
emotional when 




 realize this on 
that day. 
For  that I say "thank 
you." 
And I also apologize. 
I've never 
apologized for any 
of the 
things
 I've written in this 
colunm  for 
the past two years. 
But there 
comes  a tune 
when  it's 
necessary to admit 
when
 you went too 
far, and apologize 
for it.  





Ground  Zero Radio 
'The Morning After Show"
 reviews the 
Razzae Awards and 
interviews  Tom Green from 
6 a.m. to 10 a.m. on 90.5 
KSJS. For more infor-
mation. contact 
Michelle  at 924-4578 
Anthropology and Behavioral 
Science Club 
Dr. William F Keegan
 will present 
"Caribbean 
Archaeology?'  at 6 p.m. in the Wash -
melon Square 
Hall, Room 207. For more infor-





speaker series with Radler 
Prize winning 
photographer  Matt Rainey at 
7,30 
p.m. in the Art Building, Room 133. 
Anemia Film Club 
'Eat, Drink. Man. 
Woman" by Ang Lee at 
9 p.m. in Sweeney
 Hall, Room 100. For more 
information, 




at 7,30 p.m. at the 
Alpha Omicron Pi house
 at 373 E. San Fer-







Dr Rona Halualani "Hawaiian Identity 
and Cultural Politics' from noon to 1,15 p.m. 
in Findley Moorhead Hall. mom
 2.38A. For 
more information. 
contart  Ims Helmbold et 
974..5.590 
Spartan Ad Society 
Meeting at 5,30 p.m. in the Guadalupe 
room of the Student Union.
 For more informa-
tion. contact Lori 
at 885-1683. 
Movimiento Estudiantil  Chicano
 
de Aztlan 
Weekly genend meeting to organize in 
Admen 
Chwimo  issues at 6 p.m. in the Chicano 
Library Reeource
 Center. Module A. For more 
information, contact Adriana //atria at 2.50-9'245. 
Chicano Commencement Committee 
Weekly meeting at 7 
p.m. the Chirtmo 
Resource Library. For more 
information.
 contact 
chicane_  cnnimencementWahosgrouie.rtim. 
Campus 
Crusade  For Christ 
'Nightlife" at 8 p.m. in the Science build-
ing, Room 164. For more information. contact 
Sam at '297-2862 or Jeremy 297-7616. 
Department of Nutrition and 
Food Science 
Body fat assessment from 1:30 p.m. to 3 
pan. in Central Classroom Building. Room 
221. Five dollars for students. For more infor-
mation. contact
 Sherry at 206-7599. 
School
 of Art & Design 
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 R.M. 
to 4 p.m. thmugh Friday in the Art end 
Induetrial Studies buildings. For more infor-
mation, contact John or Nicole at 924-43.30 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily Maas at 
12,10 p.m. at 300 S. 10th 
St. 
For  more information, 
enntari  St.?, Mar 
cia Kraime a 93/4-1610. 
;2002
 MARK PARISI 
Listening Hour Concert Series 
Woodwind Quintet: studio of Isabelle 
Chapuis Starr performing 
Francis
 Poulenc, 
"Sextet" from 12:30 p.m. 
to
 1,15 p.m. in the 
Music Building concert hall.
 For more infor-
mation, contact 
Joan




Friday worship and social at 6 p.m. at the 
Campus Ministry Chapel at 300S 10th St. For 
more information. contact Elizateth at 938.1610. 
INVST - International and National 
Voluntary Service Training 
Applications due today to the center for 
service 
learning in the Student Services Cen-
ter. For
 more information, contact Mercedes 
Torres at 9'24-3540. 
Counseling Services 
Relationship recovery support group from 





 For information, contact Jen. 
nifer
 Sharpies at 924-5910. 
Saturday 
Spartan Spectrum Dance Team 
Auditions for 2002 football season at 9 
a.m. in the MUMC Building Concert Hall. For 




Sikh youth conference '2002 from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.tn. in 
the Engineering building, Room 
189. For more inforrnation. contact Nevi at 
510-378-6542. 
Sunday 
Chicano Commencement Committee 
%eddy meeting at 2 pro in the Chicano 








graduation committer. meetings - 
everyone 
welcome  at 7 p.m. in the Africana 
Center in the modules next to the ATMs. For 
more information, contact Traci et 265-2408. 
Coalition for Social Justice. 
Solidarity and Unity 
Weekly 
meeting
 at 6  p.m. in the 
Pacheco  
room to collectively organize events this semes-
ter. All
 student organizations 




from 4 p.m. to 5,30 p.m.
 at the Tipi Chapel 
next to 
Robert's
 Booketore. For more informa. 
tion, contact 
Roger  at 605-1687. 
SJSU Faculty/f4taff Walking Club 
Beginning/intermediate levels:
 take half 
of your lunch and walk 
around  campus. 
Meets every Monday
 from 11:30 a.m. out-
side of the 
Career  Center For more informa-
tion, 






Sears is recruiting for security
 guards from 
10,30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
on
 the fifth floor of Mac-
Quarrie Hall. For more 
infommtion,  contact 
Teresa at 92A-6055. 
Study Abroad 
Programs 
Study  Abroad fair from 10 11.111. 
to 2,30 
p.m.  in the Seventh Street Plaza For 
more
 
information,  contact Dave 
Rudel  at 924.5913. 
.Sparta Guar is 
povided
 o f Marys to 
stu
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do. 
And I 
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Daily 


















my readers: If it 
appears that I'm mailing in  
this week's 
column,  youll 
have to forgive my hantssed effort. 
I recently returned from a 
Spring Break jaunt in Rosarito, 
Mexico and
 my brain is still com-
pletely fried. 
After five days of heavy drink-
ing, heavy partying 
and  light 
sleeping,  I've become a one-guy 
pitctunan. There was my brain. 
There was my brain on Spring 
Break. Any 
questions? 
No? Good. I'm probably not coher-
ent enough to answer them anyway 
Besides, Spring Break isn't just 
a vacation, it's a phenomenon. It's 
an experience unlike any other; 
The bender to end all benders. 
MTV's annual
 televised Spring 
Break
 just doesn't do it justice. You 
have
 to be in your own exotic locale to 
see, experience, and yes ifyou're lucky 
enough, taste and feel Spring Break
 
The experience is unlike any 
other. It is literally a great party 
with 900 of your peers day after 
day after day. 
Remember the movie Pinocchio? 
Remember that 
Pleasure Island 
place where all of the bad kids were 
smoking,  gambling and 
drinking? 
Yupp, that's Spring Break in 
Mexico. Nothing 
is
 taboo and 
there are 
no rules. 
For the social tastes
 of some, I 
just 
can't describe some of the thing's 
that happened south of the border.  
But just 
imagine  a wild party. 
Now add copious amounts of alco-
hol and soapy foam. MiX ill a couple
 
hundred half -naked young ladies. 
I think you get the point. If you 
don't, 
I feel sorry for you. 
Alter a week in the country, I'm 
completely certain there is noth-
ing illegal ID Mexico. Anytime you 
can buy
 brass knuckles, ninja 
stars and Bowie knives from 
street vendors, well, you know you 
have a completely lawless town. 
Along the stune lines, 
seeing
 peo-
ple walk down the street with open 
containers and witnessing public 
drug sales still kills 
me. It's hilari-
ous. Where else do you see this? 
That's beside the 
fact that any-
one can buy performance -enhanc-
ing drugs at many of 
Rosarito's 
participating "pharmacies." 
Also, you have to love the 
crooked cops. It's OK to get drunk 
and go on a rampage, just as long 
as you slip the arresting officer 
you a couple $20s. 
While sobering up in my motel 
room last Thursday night, I devel-
oped six rules for surviving Spring 
Break:
 
1. Pace yourself Drinking day -in 
and day -out 
with







 Don't blow all of your energy 
in one day. I could barely stand 
under
 my own power let alone make 
it to the dub by the fourth 
night.  
2. Watch the drinking during the 
day Being 
tanked  by 5 p.m. makes it 
difficult to enjoy the nightlife. On 
Wednesday of my trip, one club 
offered fn3e drinlcs - yes free drinks 














was like a dream come true. 




 minutes to walk back 
to my 
motel. 
3. When people say the sun 
saps your strength,
 they're not 
kidding. 
Try drinking
 12 beers and 
hanging out in the sun for five 
hours. I became completely useless 
and babbled incoherently the rest 
of the day. I was like a younger, 
more attractive
 Larry Flynt. 
4. Avoid the donkey show at all 
costs. Just trust me 
on this one. 
5. The only Spanish I know is 
"oerveza,
 por 
favor,"  so 
vacationing  
with anyone who speaks the lan-
guage is a tremendous asset. Thardts 
to
 my friend Matt, I didn't look like a 
complete ass at the restaurant. 
6. Don't worry about trying to 
keep up  
with the news. 
It's  impos-
sible to do so. You just end up with 
exchanges




 I mentioned 
to one
 of my 
friends while reading
 the San 
Diego Union -Tribune over break-
fast.  
"Wasn't






tequila shots, body 
shots (to Michelle  from 
Fresno 
State  - thanks for
 the good time), 
and shots to the 
head  to kill a nor-




 Saturday for a 
little  
R & R. 
Once  I got 
settled in, 
my dad 
asked me what 
I did on Spring 
Break. 
"I
 don't want 
to know," my 
mom 
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 am encouraged 
to
 express themselves  
on
 the Opinion 
paw
 with a letter to 
the editor. 
A letter to the editor is 
a 200-woni response to an 
i-sine or point 
[(view that has appemed in the Spartan Daily 
A viewpoint is 
the same as a letter
 to the editor, 
except  it 
is a 400 -word response
 




appeared in the Spartan Daily 
Submissions become the pro:
 y of the Spartim 
I hiily ;trul 
be edited for clarity, 
grammar,  hid and length.  
Stibmiterioru4
 
moat contain the 
author'a  nanw, addrirm, 
plume  number, 
signature and major. 
Submissions  may be in the letters te 
the Editer hex at the 
Spartan
 1)aily Office in Dwight Bernet Hall, 
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to (408) 92A-3237 , 
e-mail  at SIMILY(Mnwsjsu.edu
 or in:tiled te the 
Spartan
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 of' Journalisni and MIL41.1 
Communications, San JOAP State 11niversity. 
( hie 
Washington Square, San Jove, CA 961921)149. 
Editorials are written 
by,  and are the COMPT1IMILN of, the 
Spartan I hilly 
editors,
 not the staff. 
Published opinions and adverimernyntr4 (In not nevensanly 
rvflect the views °fate Spartan INely, the School ofJournalimin 
Mass




































































3, 6 or 
even  9 
units  during 
the 
summer.


























can  be 
challenging and 
intense
 and it might 
be 












a great time 
to repeat a 
course  for academic
 renewal. 
You know
 you need to 









Parking is easier and most campus 




What will I 
need
 to register? 
bo A Summer 2002
 Schedule of Classes 
Free 
printed  schedules are available at 
the
 Student Services 
Center 
(Ninth  and San Fernando 
Streets)




The complete schedule is also 
available 
online at http:// 
info.sjsu.edu 
10' A completed registration
 worksheet 
Included in the SJSU Summer Schedule 
of
 C/asses. 





 classes, major and
 minor
 




ro Your PIN number 




When can I register? 
TOUCH-SJSU will open on Tuesday, April 2. Hours: Monday - 
Friday, 7:00 am - 7:00 pm. Your access time is based on the 
last digit of your Social Security Number - 
LAIR Digit 
of SSW 
Start Doy Tim  
1 
Thursday. Apnl 4 1 00 pm 
2 
Friday, April 5 700 
arn 
3 Enday, Apnl 5 1 00 pm 
4 
Tuesday. 
April  2 
7,00 
am 
5 Tuesday. April 2 
11:00 am 
6 Tuesday. April 2 3:00 
pm 
7 Wednesday. April 3 
7:00 am 
8 Wednesday. April 3 1100 am 
9 Wednesday, April 3 
3,00 pm 
0 
Thursday,  April 4 





Once I've registered, can I change my schedule? 
If a 
course  you want 
is full, search for
 open sections
 using 
Touch-SJSU. Our system allows you to 
check back to see if 
space reopened in the class. 
If yOur
 work or family obligations require you to alter 
your 
schedule,




session starts (see 
chart  below) to make your changes through 
the Tot ich 
registratinn  
systeM. 
What if I forget to register? 









of the session. 




a $25.00 late fee. 
Disabled Students
 
The Disability ReSOurCe Center Will provide registration 
assistant,. !or all students who, becaillig 
digability, are 
unable to utilize TOUCH-SJSU. For further information, call 408-
924 -6000 
 











are no limits 

















for 2001-2002 aid. 
Annual
 budget 

















not to attend, 
you will 










 will be 
available.
 Contact 
the Housing Office 
at 408-924-6180. 














available in the 
Bookstore, Student 
Union and Student 
Services Center. 
The 
entire  schedule 
will be updated as 
necessary and is 













Fall 2001 students in good
 standing who did not enroll in 
Spring 2002 do not need to 
reapply for admission and 
may 
register through Touchtone 
so Continuing students from Spring 2002 
Except students






admitted  under -graduate and 
graduate 
students for Fall 
2002
 who are cleared to register 
prior to each session's last day to add courses 
Frosh must have the scores from the required placement 
exams as specified in your admission letter. 
In addition. 
Frosh 
must  attend 









matriculated  SJSU students, Including 
international  
students, may not attend 
Summer  term via Open university. 
Do I HAVE to attend Summer
 term? 
No, students are not required to attend 
summer  term to 
maintain matriculation status at SJSU. 











1 0 - 6 0 units 
105 00 per unit
 up 
IO $414 MaXID1uM 
(La. 3 units  3 X $106.00 = $316.00: 5 
units   $414.00 moximum foe) 
indergraduate 6 1 - or more 
ursIS
 
'5 00 per 



















Se 3 units  3 X 
$110.00
  $330.00; 5 units  $438 00 
maximum feel 
Graduate 




We 9 units = 9 X S80 00 = 4720 00. 12 units 4753.00 maximum Tea) 
Mandatory
 Campus 





additional  JU per unit 
Plus Venial, Optional
 or parking paring RISS 
Summary of course titles being offered as of Thursday, March 15, 2002 (Updates will be available online at http://info.s(su.edu) 
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AAS
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APIUL 4, 2002 
THERAPY 
students  
had  bake sale 
 
continued  from 
Page I 
ics that can be found on campus. 
Susanna Coffin, a graduate 
student, said students in occupa-
tional
 therapy are required to do 




physical disabilities or 
pediatric clinics. 
"It gives us a chance to prac-
tice while we are 
learning  about 
theories.
 It's hands-on experi-
ence," she said. 
Honora
 Hunter and Tom Dick 
juggled not only to catch the 
attention of students, but also to 
show 
how juggling helps in ther-
apeutic ways. 
Hunter said juggling can be 
used to analyze 50 different func-
tions of the body including senso-
ry awareness, pain response, pos-
tural control and coping skills. 
"Teenage boys who don't want 
to do other activities may be more 
motivated to juggle," she said. "If 
they do it for a long period of 
time, it can help their endurance 
and strengthen their muscles." 
Hunter juggled using "flower 
sticks," where she juggles and 
balances a stick back and forth 
with two other sticks. 
Freshman Amanda Harring-
t,on stopped by to try to juggle 
with the sticks and to learn how 
it is used in therapy.
 





 and she thought
 it 
was a good idea to 
get students to 
stop by. 
Dick juggled using a 
diabolo, a 
Chinese toy that uses two stick 
swhich are attached by a string. 
The spinning diabolo is balanced 
on the string and 
can be tossed 
around for different tricks. 
He said he has been juggling 
since 1996 and will use his jug-
gling skills for therapy purposes. 
The vases
 on sale were made 
by Matani and cost $5. The vases 
were made from a 
glass  jar with 
twisted 
metal  wires wound 
around it for decoration. 
Students also
 had a chance to 
purchase materials and decorate 
their own vases. 
She said making vases could 
be used to analyze 
a patient's 
mental and physical functions, 
while it can also
 serve as a form 
of treatment. 
"It helps people with cognitive 
problems or difficulty initiating 
an activity to learn how to do 
things in sequences," she said. 
"There are a lot of steps involved, 
and we go from a simple task t,o 
more complicated ones." 
When students stopped by to 






Susanna Coffin, left, watches Honora Hunter demonstrate thera-
peutic juggling in front of Clark Library. Coffin  and Honora promot-
ed the occupational therapy program Wednesday afternoon 
passersby.  
senior
 Amy Allen offered 
them
 
use of a "reacher",
 a mechanical 




 or bending over, to 
pick
 up their treat. 
Vincent Dinh, who stopped by 
after seeing the jugglers and food 
on sale, used the 
"reacher" to pick 
up a 
cookie




The group also encouraged 
him to pick up 
other items with 
the tool to 
understand  how it 
works. 
"It's pretty easy to use  like 
an
 extra hand," he said. 
The money made from the 
bake and vase sale go toward the 
graduation for occupational ther-
apy students. 
VTATransportation  agency to vote on 15
-percent  fee increase May 2 
 continued front
 Page I 
in July, he said. 
Zonobi said ridership among 
SJSU students is high this 
semester. 
"It's going up steadily on 
campus," Zonobi said. "Especial-
ly with the current economic sit-
uation." 
Some students
 don't think 
the fee increase should be an 
issue   they think it's unfair 
the sticker fee is included in 
their enrollment fees in the first 
place. 
"I think they should ask us," 
said freshman pre -law major 
Brian Berleth. "We don't  neces-
sarily have to take (public trans-
portation). Most of us drive 
here. Where is that money 
going 
if we don't use it?" 
Jennifer Mendoza, 
a fresh-
man political science major said, 
"It should be optional. (I never)
 
use it at all. I have my own car." 
According to Zonobi, having
 
everybody pay makes the price 
of the sticker a lot cheaper. 
"The 
whole concept of a pre-
paid fare structure is it's across 
the board," Zonobi said. "When 
everybody pays, then it becomes 
very discounted." 
The price for a monthly pass 
for the public is $39, according 
to the transportation company's 
Web site.
 
SJSU stickers are 
$21.50
 and 
good for more 
than  an entire 
semester, Zonobi said. 
At this
 point, the fee raise is 
just a proposal and Zonobi is 
"countering it," he said. 
FLAGS
 Supplies  
will
 be available at table 
until  Tuesday 
 continued from Page I 
"I think
 it is a great idea. It's 
good for people to stop for a 
minute
 and think about (world 
events)," said Khim Lok, the 
international programs and ser-
vices office manager. 
International student Amelia 




"With all the recent things 
happening around the world, I 
think one feels a need to express 
themselves," Han said. 
Junior 
communications mnior 
Mai Nguyen said she walked by 
the 
table  twice before she stopped. 
She said, unlike volunteering 
her time, malting a peace flag was 
something she could do to get 
immediate results. 
"I like this a lot. It is something 






yellow  flag, she 
immediately 
began  drawing red, 
blue and green
 stick figures, mak-
ing
 peace signs inst,ead of faces. 
Within a few minutes, her flag 





will  include a study 
abroad fair, an tnternational stu-
dent workshop for jobs and 
careers, a fund-raising dinner at 
the 
International  House and a 
pancake breakfast, said Louis 
Gecenok, the international stu-
dent 
adviser.  
During the pancake breakfast, 
international students wear tra-
ditional dress and provide inter-
national entertainment while 
serving breakfast, said 
Cherkasky Makhni. 
Students can make peace flags 
today through Tuesday,
 11 a.m. to 




Israeli forces encircle Palestinians 
at holy site 
and refugee camp 
BETHLEHEM, West Bank 
(AP)  Israeli tanks rolled into 
the 
West  Bank's largest city, 
Nablus, on 
Wednesday
 and other  
troops laid siege to a 
refugee 
camp in Jenin, battling Palestini-
ans who barricaded entrances 
and fought back with bombs and 
guns. Soldiers also encircled hun-
dreds of Palestinian gunmen 
holed up in the church marking 
Jesus' birthplace. 
Twelve Palestinians and an 
Israeli soldier were killed on the 
sixth day of Israel's offensive
 









Israeli Prime Minister Ariel 
Sharon convened the Security 
Cabinet, made up of his most 
senior
 ministers, to approve the 
next
 stage of the open-ended 
"Operation Protective Wall." Only 
two major West Bank towns  
Hebron and Jericho  were still 
under Palestinian control late 
Wednesday. No details about the 
meeting




Bush repeated his 
support 
for  the Israeli assault. 
"He understands
 and respects 
Israel's right to 
defend herself," 
White House 
spokesman  Ari 
Fleischer  said. 
Secretary
 of State 
Colin Pow-
ell said he 




 and Arab 
leaders
 
during  a trip to 
Europe next 
week. 
"My  mind is 
open,"  Powell 
told 
reporters 













where  it 
would









 "60 Minutes 11" 
that it was not out of the question 
that he would go to the Middle 
East. 
Also, Powell said, he intends to 
step up his efforts 
to have a 
Palestinian state emerge quickly, 
once negotiations are resumed. 
"The Palestinian people have 
to see that there is a political 
process, and not just a cease-fire 
and security process ..., which 
will lead quickly to a Palestinian 
state," Powell said. 
The  European Union, mean-
while, said it would send a high-
level mission to the Middle East 
to urge the sides to open negotia-
tions. The move came hours after 
top EU official Romano Prodi 
criticized U.S. peace efforts, ask-
ing Washington to stand down 
and make room for other 
nations 
to try. 
U.S. special envoy 
Anthony 
Zinni remains in the
 region striv-
ing to implement a 
truce plan 
authored last June
 by CIA chief 
George Tenet. The
 U.S. Embassy 
hasn't released 
any  information 
on his 
activities



















If you are 
21-30  years old, 
healthy,












lent. Thousands of Lebanese and 
Palestinians clashed with securi-
ty forces Wednesday outside the 
U.S. Embassy in Beirut, with at 
least
 25 reported injured as pro-
testers threw stones and
 security 
forces used tear 
gas and water 
cannons. 
Under pressure to cut off ties 
completely with Israel, Egypt 
took a more limited step Wednes-
day, 
announcing  it would suspend
 
all diplomatic contacts 
with 
Israel except those aimed
 at help-
ing the Palestinians. 




 a Palestinian -
backed resolution 
aimed  at pres-
suring Israel to withdraw 
from 
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 18,000 fliers to every SJSU 
students who lives in Santa 
Clara 
County,
 Zonobi said. 
The fliers are to inform stu-
dents about the
 proposed fare 
increase, he said. 
They list the members of 
company's board of directors 
who will be voting on the pro-
posal, along with contact infor-
mation,  Zonobi said. 
"We asked them to contact 
their representative and oppose 























 auspices of the Aca-
demic Senate there are nine 
com-




committees  that span 
from 
alcohol and drug abuse 
pre-
vention to a budget advisory com-
mittee to a committee on commit-
tees. 
As chairman of the Academic 
Senate meetings, Brent intro-
duces new policy 
issues
 or pro-
posals that come from the sub-
committees. After  the initial 
review, senators
 may ask ques-
tions and a debate may ensue. 
One of the most controversial 
issues  the Academic Senate 
recently faced was the building of 
the new library. The construction 
af the Martin Luther King Jr. 
library is an unprecedented move 
towards integration of communi-
ty and university. The SJSU fac-
ulty was more opposed than the 
administration.
 
"The opposition to the new 
library proposal was extremely 
vocal,"
 Brent said. 
Faculty and administration 
are the two 
biggest  decision -mak-
ing entities of the university. 
"Like in any 
organization,  
there is tension between men and 
labor. I think that some faculty 
members are inherently suspi-
cious of some administrators,"
 
Brent said. 
Before this, he was vice presi-
dent 
of the senate and prior to 
that, he was on the University 
Library Board, 
which is where he 
first met Patricia Breivik, dean of 
the 
University Library. 
"His insights helped get (the 
new library 
proposal)
 off to a 
good start," Breivik said. 
Brent has taught political sci-
ence at SJSU for eight years and 
has been actively involved with 
the Academic Senate for five 
years. 
"It's a very complex series of 
issues that the senate gets 
involved with," Breivik said. "And 
James really sets  the tone for all 
of the 
faculty  efforts as a senate 
and as interfacing with the pres-
ident and the 
provost.
 Not a lot of 
people can be 





gets  things 
done
 and does 
it 





 front of a 






















"He's  very 
good  at 
running
 







dent  and 






































































































































said.  "I 
like  my 
students,
 
and  I 
really
 enjoy 



































seems  like 
everyone
 is real-
ly interested in 
the  welfare of 
this 
university," Brent said.
 "A lot 
of good people want 
to
 make this 
a better place." 
Or, just 




 to a 
State
 Farm agent  or go to 
www.statefarm.com
 for a 
free 
quote 
and purchase your auto insurance today. 
Under












already  qualify. 
Like a good neighbor,
 






























Members of the Santa Clara Aquamaids 
practiced a routine 
in the San Jose State Uni-
versity aquatic center 
on Tuesday afternoon. The 
team of experienced synchronized svvimmers,
 
..Indrea Scott Daffy Staff 
who just returned from competition in Germany, 




 knee problem forces 
Jordan
 
out  for rest of
 season 
WASHINGTON  (AP)  
Michael Jordan will miss the 
rest of the 
season
 because of 
nagging problems with his 
knee. 
The 
Washington  Wizards 
placed Jordan on the injured 
list Wednesday, 
one  day after 
he scored




-low  12 min-
utes of a loss 





 think it is 
best at this 
point to rest the 
knee and let it 
heal 




 by the team.
 
"I tried to 





 early on, 
the  knee 
responded
 well. But 
after  the 
swelling  this 
morning, 
I think 
it's  best to 




Feb:  27 to 
repair  torn 
cartilage
 in his 
















Denver  and 
has 

















































plans to play next season if he 
is physically able. 
"I signed a two-year contract 
to play," Jordan said. "Obvious-
ly, my health will always deter-
mine my playing status. But at 




traveled  with the 
Wizards to Milwaukee late 
Tuesday for 
Wednesday night's 
game against the Bucks, but he 
returned to 
Washington  on 
Wednesday afternoon. Bobby 
Simmons was 
activated  off the 
injured list and was to be in 
uniform for the Milwaukee 
game. 
Jordan leads the Wizards in 
scoring with 
23.3 points per 
game, but he has not been the 
same since he knocked knees 
with 
teammate Etan Thomas in 
the final game before the All -
Star break. 
Jordan struggled for five 
games after the break 
before  
opting for 
surgery.  His struggles 
coincided with the Wizards' fall 
from the playoff picture. 
The Wizards were 8-19 since 
the All -Star break entering 
Wednesday's game as they 
chase Indiana for the final play-
off berth in the Eastern Confer-
ence. Jordan has 
never  been on 
a team that didn't make the 
postsrason 
The Wizards
 had eight 
games remaining in the regular 
season going into 




played only in the first half of 
the 113-93 loss 
to
 the Lakers, 
but coach Doug Collins said it 
was because the game was 
one-sided and that Jordan 
needed the rest. Jordan's min-
utes were inconsequential to 
the outcome, and for the first 
time in his career he was a 
marginal, no -factor player off 
the bench. 
After the game, Jordan said 
his knee felt fine, and he gave 
no indication 
he




"I was in no pain," 
Jordan
 
said after the 
game. "It was 
Doug's decision to make sure I 
don't overdo it." 
Jordan battled 
tendinitis in 
both  knees and his 
wrist, and 
had to overcome
 back spasms 
and two 
broken ribs as 
he
 pre-















 the second 
lowest of 
his career, ahead 
only of his 
second season







































































































































































































week of the draft, 
scheduled.  
"We felt he was the best play-
er in the draft," Casserly said. 
"You got a real solid individual 
off the field and a real talented 
individual on the 
field."  
Sullivan helped negotiate  a 
$62 million, six -year deal for 
Atlanta quarterback Michael 
Vick, the No. 1 pick in last 
year's draft. He wouldn't com-
ment on terms, although in gen-
eral, NFL contracts follow a 
pattern when the same player 
is 
selected  at the same position 
in the draft. 
In 37 games at Fresno State, 
Carr completed 62.8 percent of 
his passes 
for 7,849 yards, 70 
touchdowns
 and 23 intercep-
tions. As a starter, he had an 18-
8 record, including postseason 
play.
 
As a senior, 
Carr  led the 
nation with 



















passes  in 
the
 same sea-
son.  He led 























Houston  is 




free  agent 
quarterback  
to 























team  also 
























expected  to 
buy  his 
new
 home in 






















































 enjoy the 
warm 
weather  and 
beaches  
they were there 









it was Easter 
vacation and the team was in 
Hawaii 
to
 play games, that 
didn't stop San Jose State 
University
 head coach Sam 
Piraro from making sure his 
players got a lesson in histo-
ry. 
Piraro, whose father served 
in World War II, took his team 
to
 Pearl Harbor to see the USS 
Arizona Memorial. 
He said
 Pearl Harbor is an 
important part of history, and 
he takes 
his  team there 
every
 
year when they travel to 
Hawaii.
 
"I've  always felt this genera-
tion doesn't really have an 
appreciation for all the 
things  
they have," Piraro said. "I want 




 some of his play-
ers may have had 
grandparents
 
who  were in World War II, 
which made it all 
the more 
important for them to visit 
Pearl Harbor and 
see the USS 
Arizona Memorial, where more 
than 1,1UU men limt 
their lives 
when the ship sank 
after being 
attacked  by Japan in 
World 
War II. 
"It's a big part of 
our histo-
ry," outfielder






just  off the water, close 
to the USS Arizona,
 where a 
movie is shown
 telling the his-
tory of the ships that 
were  at 
Pearl Harbor 
when  it was 
attacked,
 and tells what hap-
pened that day. 
"I'VE ALWAYS FELT 
THIS GENERATION 
DOESN T HAVE AN 
APPRECIATION  FOR
 ALL 











"The movie was 
pretty 
depressing,"
 Corrick said. "It 
was actually kind of sad." 
Pitcher 
Mickey
 Manzo said 
watching the video made 
him 




Manzo said. "You 
could see the 
expressions 
on peoples' faces." 
Catcher Scott Niheu, 
whose  
father is from 
Hawaii.  said he 
has been to  Pearl Harbor five 
or six times. 




 Niheu said. 




Niheu said coach Piraro did-
n't talk a lut about
 Pearl Har-
bor, but left the players to come 




"Everybody's going to get 
something different out of it," 
Niheu said. "Especially after 9-
11." 
Although Piraro made time 
to take the team to Pearl Har-
bor, he said that besides going 
out to breakfast, there was lit-
tle time




 played nine 
games in the nine days in while 
in Hawaii, finishing
 8-1 and 
winning 
the 27th Annual 





 able to get 
out to the beach during the day 
 not only because 
of a lack of 
free
 time, but for another rea-
son, Piraro said. 
He said he kept his players 
out of the sun during the day 
when they 
weren't playing 
games because the heat could 
drain their energy,
 and he 
didn't want that to affect 
their performance on the 
field. 
Piraro said he did let his 
players have a 
few  free hours 
at night,  but set a strict cur-
few. 
"They had to understand we 
had our guidelines," Piraro 
said. "It was not a vacation. It 
was a business trip." 
Overall, Piraro said he was 
happy with the trip to Hawaii 




He said he was "extremely 
happy" with the team, had no 
problems during the trip, and 
got what he wanted. 
"We wanted to 
win the tour-
nament  we accomplished 
that,"  Piraro said. 
The Spartans (25-9) return 
to action Friday through Sun-
day as they host No. 3 Rice 
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continued  from 
PAIN  i 
who work 
the sante shift at a larger
 department may 
not know each other's 
names. 
Ric Abeyta, UPD chief -of
-police,
 said in addition to 
more than 30 sworn
 police officers, the 
department
 
includes non -sworn personnel 
working  in administra-
tive 




According to Tassio, UPD officers
 work 12 -hour 
shifts and are split





As Tassio began his patrol, he said when officers 
patrol the campus and
 its vicinity, they keep their eyes 
open for a few things, noting that if something 
seems  
suspicious, they 
will  check it out. 
If any of the building doors look jarred
 or windows 
are broken, it 




is another clue that criminal activity has 
taken place in an area, he said. 
After patrolling the campus once and driving 
through the neighborhood, Tassio spoke of the different 
homeless and teen shelters in the area surrounding 
SJSU. 




According to Tassio, many of the people on the 
streets 
who get
 into trouble aren't 
looking  for informa-
tion on local shelters. 
"Some people may be addicted to drugs or alcohol 
and they know that the shelters won't accept either 
substance," Tassio said. "I'll ask them if they want infor-
mation on a shelter and many times 
the  response is 'no, 
I'd rather go to jail than a shelter.' They might camp out 
on porches, or conunit crimes. It isn't a major problem, 
but is still an issue." 
While on patrol, officers also look out for drivers 
breaking the law. 
Tassio 
noticed  a brake light was out on a low rider 
style car. 
The glittery -painted 
vehicle
 was a custom car and 
had a driver and one passenger. Once the driver 
noticed  
the flashing lights of the patrol
 car behind them, the 




 the vehicle cautiously, as 
he said 
he does for each stop he makes. 
He asked to see 
the  license and 
registration
 of both 
parties. The driver claimed




hirn.  Shortly thereafter, the 
driver
 decided he did 
have a California 




 about.  
Tassio called in 
both
 nwnbers to 
dispatch  and 
searc.hed for
 any outstanding 
warrants.  
Officer Eric Wong 
arrived  as backup. 
The two 
males were asked to 
exit
 the vehicle. Tassio 
then
 searched the men and 
asked  them to sit on the 
curb while 
the dispatcher nut their records.
 
In the meantime, Wong
 searched the vehicle. 
The driver
 was issued a citation 
because  he didn't 
have a current license and 
had a restriction for a prior 
driving incident. 
The two males were told to get 
any  belongings out of 
the vehicle before it was towed. 
"We don't want to ever be predictable. We don't have 
routine routes," Tassio said. 
He said UPD has a good worlcing relationship with 
the San Jose Police Department, noting that the two 
agencies share jurisdiction in a one -mile radius that 
surrounds the campus. 
UPD has jurisdiction of the SJSU campus. 
According to Tassio, the area of Martha
 Street, south 
of campus, used to be known
 for its presence of drugs and 
transients. 
"It was since cleaned up. It (the problem / just moves 
from one place to another: Tassio said. 
While patrolling a dark, unpaved alley south
 of cam-
pus, Tassio explained that the area has been  a known site 
of prostitution as well as a drop 
off point for stolen vehi-
cles. 
Tassio said the 
department  is informed of what cars 
have been stolen and 
is
 on the lookout for them as they 
patrol. 
"We can run the (license) plate of a car," Tassio said. 
According to Tassio, the 
results
 will verify the regis-
tered owner of the car and will show any
 violations that 
may be associated with the vehicle. 
As Tassio made his rounds, he often 
keyed  the radio 
and announced his location. 
The  dispatcher then 
acknowledged  the call and wrote 
down  his location in the 
event that backup is needed. 
According to Tassio, calling
 for backup is encouraged 
and is a common 





 in doubt, you should call it in: Tassio said. 
Later in the everting, a stop was 
made
 by Wong when 
a driver ran a red 
light. While in pursuit of the vehicle, 
the driver pulled into the back of an apartment building. 
The driver
 and passenger were detained and the vehi-
cle was searched. 
Wong
 discovered a handful of sharp cutting type tools 
in the driver's side door. Marijuana was also found as well  
as a small porcelain object referred to as "ninja rocks." 
According to Wong, ninja rocks are talcen from spark 
plugs and used to 
break glass, and are considered bur-
glary  tools. 
The driver, who was under the age of 21, was 
given  a 
field sobriety test as well as a breath test. 
His breath test determined that he 
had used a sub-
stance and was not in a condition
 to drive. 
The passenger was given the opportunity to drive, 
although his driver's license c,ame back with a restriction. 
The two males were told to talce anything
 of value out 
of the car because it was going be impounded. Citations 
were written and the two men were then asked to walk 
home. 
AS thf night progressed, Tassio drove 
past a frat,ernity 
house that was 
throwing  a party. 
Abeyta said UPD is currently providing 
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over, on average, 























March  15. 
The driver 






car was searched after officers 
smelled
 alcohol. The 
search
 





side door compartment. The 
driver of the 
vehicle
 was
 cited and 
his car was impounded for the night. 




off  a driver 





check for outstanding warrants. 
The  driver, 
pulled 
over for dri-
ving at night with his 
headlights off, had no 
warrants  
against 
him and was released with a warning.
 
enforcement services to recognized fraternities and
 soror-
ities in the nearby 
community." 
According to Tassio, when a 
fraternity throws a party, 
there must be a ratio of one hired 
security  guard to every 
150 partygoers. 
If a group expects a large amount of people, it is up 
to 
them to hire the correct number of security. 
Tassio said that many SJPD and UPD officers con-
tract their 
services
 on their days off. 
According to Tassio, 
most of the time the actual fra-
ternity members are 
not  the ones creating the trouble. 
It is usually the people attend 
the parties, he said. 
"Frat parties usually cause issues 
with drunk in pub-
lic: Tassio said. 
Abeyta said UPD is an organization 
committed
 to 
quality service and continuous improvement. 
As a SJSU community member, Abeyta stated, "You 
have a right to expect prompt, courteous and profession-
al service from every
 member of the University Police 
Department."
 
Tassio said that 
he enjoys his job and doesn't have any 
plans to move to another 
agency  since UPD has been a 
good agency to work for. 


































currently  a college 
senior  or a giaduate 
student, or have 
graduated within 
the  last hvo year... 





2002  Mitsubishi an() a $600 rebate. We 
call
 it the 
'Mitsubishi
 Education Edge Program.** 
You c.an call 
it Heaven  
More 
than
 lust a college 
grad
 program, it gives
 you the chance 
for  easy qualifying 
and  great rates Drtve
 off in any new 
2002  
Mitsubishi,
 includrng thn 
ail -new Lancer. 
with 0 down, 0 
interest  and 0 
payments  for an 
entire
 year** Flurry in 
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photo  courtesy of 
Interscope  Records 
No
 Doubt 
performed  to 
a sold -out 
audience 
at











the  hit song, 







DAILY STAFF WRITIR 
No Doubt 
performed  at the 
San Jose State University Event 
Center in front of a sell-out crowd
 
last Monday to kick off Spring 
Break.
 
Lead singer Gwen Stefani, and 




teenage  dominated audience 
with an array of sing-a -longs and 
lively body
 language. 
The band changed to 
Caribbean 
type music on its lat-
est album, "Rock Steady," that 
gave the
 Event Center audience a 
touch of reggae, while not going 
far from the ska pop roots the 




the 80s, Stefani's influence on the 
teenage girls at last week's show 
was apparent. 
Much
 of the female dominated 
audience sported "Gwenabe"
 T-
shirts, pink hair, half shirts, or 





Many of the young girls had 




































































MOMENT  No 
DOUBT 
TOOK THE









 sporting a half
 
shirt  and a lot of hip 
movement  in 
leopard pants - 
guys  in the front 
row 
definitely
 got their money's 
worth. 
The pop band started it's 
hour
 
and a half long 
concert  on a pink 
lighted stage with "Hella Good," 
from their new 
album,  "Rock 
Steady" and continued with "Sun-
day Morning" and "Ex -Girl-
friend." 
These were played with high 
energy and fast paced beats with 
heavy 
bass
 mixed in. 
Their next
 three songs, which 
featured "Dance Hall," also from 
the new album, 
were
 played at a 











picked up the 
tempo again 
and  got back to 
the high energy 
level they start-





when the band played 
their old 
hits, "Excuse
 Me Mister" and 
"Happy 
Now," before going back
 














 some new 
songs  and one 
of their more 
popular  older songs 
- "Spider Web." 
The Southern
 California 
band ignited an 
uproar
 of boos 
when Stefani 








makes  no claim for 
products 
or
 services advertised 
below  
nor



















SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
 
PT (30-35 his/wk, 9am-3pm M -F) 
position in 
small  HR dept. in a 
non-profit
 org. Payroll/personnel 
experience a must. Temporary 
assignment, May1-Sept 30 with 
possible extension. 
$15  per 
hour - 
no
 benefits. Contact Mary 
Lewis, HR 
Specialist at 408-
924-6322, M -F 
9am-5pm for 




CLERK. P/T Student 
Assistant  
at the Spartan Daily. 












transportation  necessary. 
Looking for 







 or Acctng. 
major preferred
 








































Now  hiring 
Servers 
for  lunch & 
dinner. 
Secretary  
position  also 
needed
 tor 
































 in the 
San Jose 
area





 youth in 
a supervision
 role 










































































Earn $250 eve 
weekend'
 





















































































































a company that 
truly 






1404 S. 7th 
St.  San Jose. 
Corner of 7th & Alma. 
$12.05 /HOUR.




DISABILITIES.  P/T Flexible 
schedules  Office of 
Therapeutic
 






Jose State University 
Immediate opening in a local 
non-profit. BS in Accounting
 
required.
 (MBA or CPA  preferred) 
4 - 5 years experience in 
super-
vising a full -charge accounting 
office. ACCPAC Advantage 
experience a plus. Computer 
and platform 
skills  required. 
Ability to work with diverse staff 
& clientile necessary. Salary -
$47,460  - $67.080 w/excellent 
benefits. Alply online at 
www.unlon.s su.edu
 or Call 
(408) 924-83 0, 9a.m. - 
5p.m.  
Mon.-Frl. for
 an application. 




AA/EOE/ADA  Employer. 
PT SHIPPING Receiving Clerk 
Music.Jvideo etailer Sunnyvale.
 
16-20 hrs. Flex hrs. 408-985-7703. 
BICYCLE MESSENGERS 
Looking tor your not so traditional 
bike messengers.
 You don't 
need 
experience  we'll train you. 
You 
will need a bike. lock. 
helmet & 
common  sense. All 
welcome to appy 
for thus fun, 
flexible, 
outdoors
 job. Apply in 
person at Inner City Express 
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. 







in San Jose, Per Diem 6 hrs 
per  week/no benefits. Call Peter 
408-295-0228
 Resume. 730 
Empey 
Way,  San Jose 95128 or 
fax 408-295-2957. 
GROOMER'S ASST. / KENNEL 
help needed for 
small  exclusive 
shop and kennel PT,
 Tues-Sat 
Must be reliable. honest.
 able to 
do 
physical
 work Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but will train 
Great °poly for dog lover 
Can 
FAX resume to 408/377-0109  or 
Call 
371-9115  
For Part -Time and 
Full -Time Positions, call 
HALLMARK PERSONNEL 
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 
Office jobs in local companies 
Students/grads/career change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire 
Sunnyvale to Redwood City 
Phone: (650) 320-9698 
Fax: (650) 320-9688 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com 
COUNSELOR -Work with at -risk
 
youth in boys 








hours;  7-3pm. 
12-8pm. 
3-I1pm.
 or 11pm-7am. FT or PT 
positions
 available. Must be 21 
with valid license. $9.00-
$12.00/hr based on education 
and 
experience.  Fax resume 




call  Marissa at 
408-281-4268.
 
fAANAGER for Health & WeNneas 
Program in San 
Jose. Full time. 
Call Peter Olson 408-295-0228 
or mail your resume to Easter 
Seals Bay Area. 730 Empey 




Local valet company in search 
of enthusiastic and energetic 
individuals
 to work at nearby 
malls, hotels & private events. 
FT/PT available. We will work 




 have clean 
DMV. Lots of fun & eam good 
money. Call 867-7275. 
NASA will pay $8 an hour for 
participating in Human Factors 
studies Must be 18-40. US Cit-
izen or have Green Card. Call 
650-604-5118
 for  details. 
ATTENTION: 
WE NEED HELP 
$25-$75 Per
 Hour PT/FT 








Be a $ucce$$' Be your own boss 






extra  EV Go to 
www treguides com Simply 




LIVE-IN OR LIVE OUT NANNY 
for
 two kids ages 9 and 14. Valid 
Drivers License witto good driving 
record required. Must also do 
light
 housekeeping. Call Stacey 
for details at 408-656-6841. 
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT 
Established Los Gatos agency 
seeks warm, caring students 
for 




 only the best 
jobs! 
Hours flexible around school 











RECREATION  JOBS 
RECREATION DEPARTMENT. 
SUMMER AOUATICS 




SUMMER  DAY CAMP LEADEFIS 
FT 
must be avail. M
-F,  8:30am-
5:30pm. No ECE Units req.. Pay 
Range:




hired tor the summer have the 
opportunity to work P/T from 2-
6pm, 
during  the school year in our 
after schord enrichment program. 
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors 
wanted for San Jose day camp 
with emphasis on Mufti
-Cultural,  
environ. &  sports programs for 
girls. M
-F. June -Aug. Salary + 







Join the SMALL 
WORLD 
SCHOOLS team as 
a Substitute 
Teacher/
 Rec Leader & enjoy the 
flexibility you
 need. Small World 
Schools IS 
looking
 tor students 
wanting to 
work with children 
in 
our before 
and  after school care 
programs. As a substitute you 
can 
choose
 which days you're 
available 




is your desire 
to work with
 children ages 
6 through 













CAS111.1EJA SCHOOL Summer 
Camp Palo Alto Camp 
Counselors  
& Lifeguards needed! Come have 
a summer of FUN & SUNSHINE! 












Easter Seals Bay Area seeks 
part or full time for San Jose. 
Mon -En, $8.91411.82. Call Peter 
or Jacob - 295-0228. Resume: 
730 Empey Way, San Jose 




San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting 
Rewarding job for someone who 
enjoys wAing wtth youth. Here's 
your opportunity to make a differ-
ence 
in a chiki's tile.  seeking 
candidates
 wdeadership, organi-
zation & problem solving skills to 
implement  exciting atter school 
programs. Hours M -F afternoons 
and Sat. mornings Candidates 
must have
 a high school 
diploma  
or equiv. & pass a background 
check 
before  starting their work 
assignment. For more informa-
tion contact the 
Hiring Unit at 





TEACH SUMMER Science/ 
Nature camps up to 35 hrs/wk. 
Year-round opportunities also 






CITY OF SAN JOSE Parks. 
Recreabon &Community Services 
LEARNS Srle Coordinator. Salary 
$16.96/hr. The 
LEARNS  Program 
operates weekdays 
after school 




Coordinator is responsible for the 
development,
 implementation 
and evaluation of the after -school
 
program and supervision of 
2-4 
staff members. Must be 18 years 
or 





children in an after -school set-
ting. For more information. 
contact Kendra Yam or Adnene 
Braddock at (408) 979-7833 
E 
mail ken dra . yarn 0 ci. sj.ca . u s 




RECREATION  LEADERS 
Enjoy working with kids? 
Join 
the team at Small World 
Schools. get great
 experience 
WORKING VVITH CHILDREN 
AGES  5-12 years in our before 




offers competitve pay, health 
benefits for 30 + hrs. excellent 
training, and a fun woo* environ-
ment. We can often offer flexible 
hours around your school 
schedule. This is a great job 



















art ph s ed human services 
social welfare. nursing, sociology. 
psychology, home economics 




& Regular Class. 
$10.86-$15.43/hr 
Saratoga  Sch. 
Dist. Call 867-3424
 x504 for info 
& applcation. 











ally  typed APA a specialty. 
Experienced
 & dependable. 
Almaden/Branham area. Call 





Work and Family Visas.
 





New Smile Choice MIMI Plan 
loncludes cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year. 
Save 30°.. - 68'4. For
 info 
call 1-800-655-3225 or 
www.studentdentatcom or 
www goldenwestdental.com. 
RELATIONSHIP  SPECIALIST! 
Extremely accurate. clear 
answers to all of your questions. 
Caring readers 
available  to talk 


















DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES F N 
_ OR 
ATM'S / AGENCY













3 -line minimum 
One Two Three Four Five 





Rate increases $2 for each additional
 line per ad 
Rate increases $2 for 
each
 additional day 
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS; 
20 + consecutive








 issues receive 25°. 
off 
Local rates
 apply to Santa Clara 
County  advertisers 
and 
SJSU




 in bold for no eera charge
 up to 25 spaces 
Additional words
 may tie set in bold 
type
 at a per 
ad 










check  or money
 order b: (No 
Credit Cards 
Accepted) 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 
95192-0149  




Dwight  Bentel Hall. Room 209 
 Deadline 
10





































must  be 
placed  in 
person  in 






Found  ads are 
offered  free as a service


















































to mention the 
band's next show -Los Angeles 
- but the boos quickly 
turned to 
cheers when the singer 
pro-
claimed the San 
Jose audience 





One of the 
highlights  of the 
show took place near the end 
when someone dressed in a 
generic gorilla suit ran onstage 
and playfully tackled Gwen Ste-
fani, drawing
 a response from the 
audience. 
The Gorilla appeared to be 
part of show - not some crazed 
fan 
rushing  the stage - as Ste-
fani kept her cool and seemed to 
have fun wrestling with the per-
son. 
Although No Doubt doesn't 
have the same energy or history 
as some of the older, bigger name 





The young fans in attendance 
seemed especially 
energetic 
throughout the show, cheering for 
hit songs and for the always 
entertaining dance moves of the 
belly -barring Stefani, whose 
young, 
female
 fans danced out 
the Event Center doors all the 








HOUSING  RENTAL 
HOUSING
 
BIG 2BR 1.5 BA Mt Vew twnhse 
to share. W/D. dishwshr. catie. DSL.
 
pool Near 101 $750 
415-
699-1992 Knsten@monsters net 
SJSU INTF_RNATTONAL
 HOUSE 
 Fun & 
Friendly environment 
 5 minute
 walk to campus 
 Well-equipped kitchen
 
 Computer and 
Study rooms 
 2 








Students Call 924-6570 or stop by 
for a tour or visit our website 
www.sisu.edu/depts/thouse. 
360 
S 11th St. behveen San 
Salvador















1920'S CLASSIC 18E1/1 BA for 
clean, quiet, 
sober  financially 
responsible 
Park.  Yard Hrdwd 
ftrs 551-553 So 6th $900 & up 
Peter 408-7461900
 or 292-1890 
SPOTLESS 2 BDRM
 1 BA APT. 
Parking, laundry,  2 blks 
so SJSU. 
$1300/mo
 dep 408-559-1356 
NICE 2 BORM / 1 BATH APT.. 
$1250/mo. $500 move in bonus. 3 




TIPS TO RAISE YOUR GPA!! 
Send $5 check & return addnsas 
to: WO Publishin 
1842 Palo 





Advertise in Classifieds! 
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Sci.fi  flick "The 
companion
 
- Man" 63 Chart shape 
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DAILY STAFF WRITER 
Just when it seemed like 
bath-
room humor and unoriginal plots 
were out of style, 
Hollywood slaps another teen 
flick onto 
the big screen. 
"National Lampoon's Van 




 are unsurprisingly focused 
on bodily fluids, sex, or the lack of 
it. 
The story is quite simple. Van 
Wilder (played by Ryan 
Reynolds) is 
going  into his sev-
enth year at Coolidge College 
and his busy and wealthy
 father 
is unaware he has been paying 
Wilder's tuition the whole time. 
When his assistant informs 
him about his son's time in 
school,  his father decides to cut 
the funds. 
Now Wilder has to come up 
with a master plan to find a way 
to cover his tuition costs. 
That's no 
problem
 when he's 
the
 most popular person on 
cam-
pus. 
He's so popular that he arid his 
roommate Hutch, played by 
Teck 
Holmes, spend 




freshman for a chance
 t,o serve as 
Wilder's 




World  Hawaii" cast. 
His role in 
the  movie is 
small,
 but 
he is still a memorable
 and funny 
character. 
Wilder chooses 
Taj, played by 
Kal Penn,
 to be his 
assistant.  
Taj is an Indian
 exchange stu-
dent
 who wants to 
lose his vir-
ginity before





 start to change 
when 
Gwen Pearson, 
played  by Tara 
Reid, steps into the 
picture.  Her 
character is an aspiring student 
journalist assigned to do a story 
on Wilder, which
 she feels is an 
insult
 to her journalism integrity. 
She 
reluctantly
 agrees and 
finds herself having to attend 
countless parties (or dates as 
Wilder
 calls them) in order to 
interview him. 
Pearson soon 
realizes  that 
there is something more to 
Wilder than meets the
 eye. 
She realizes the angle on her 
story  is to find out why Wilder 
has not graduau,:. 
Her mission is to reveal the 
true man 




 goes from being an 
exasperating 
experience  to an 
obsession, 
leaving Pearson 
caught up in not 
only
 getting the 
scoop on Wilder, but also unsur-
prisingly
 finding her being 
attracted to him 




 teach him 
responsibility and the reason 
why
 people have to grow up. 
It's not hard to 
guess that 
Wilder also finds interest in Pear-
son and makes it 
his mission to 
get her to let loose and have fun 
for once in her life. 




 and more time 
going 





boyfriend  Richard 




 a rich, snobby, pre-med 
student should have 






but he is. 
He makes an effort to put 
down Wilder and show how much 
better he is, constantly 
rubbing in 
the fact 
that he's going to be a 
successful doctor
 while Wilder 




he's determined to ruin 
Wilder in any way he can. 
The movie is a mixture of 
"Arnerican
 Pie" humor set in a 




Reid seems to try too hard to 
make 





 in her low raspy voice 
becomes annoying while her 
uptight
 attitude might leave lit-
tle for anyone to really




 Bagg and 
Wilder does produce funny 
moments, 




what makes the jokes 
surrounding Taj work is the fact 
that 
an Indian character is some-
thing relatively 
new in the 
movies. 
It's hard to 
imagine
 whether 
Trkj's dialogue would have been 
half as 
funny if it were done by 
another character. 
Taj's character 
was a pleasant 
surprise and a much -needed 
departure 
from  the stereotypes 
some may have of 




have much more to offer other 
than cheap 
laughs. 
I admit it's hard 
not to chuck-
le, or to be exact, grossed out 
when a person 
is passing gas 
uncontrollably, or when a seem-
ingly conservative old
 woman 
turns  out to be just as bad as any 
sex -crazed college student in the 
movie. 
This is a perfect film for any-




 It's not so good for any-




dialogue or suspense. 
With a disappointing and pre-
dictable ending, at least the 
bloopers  shown at the ending 
credits will be something to look 
forward to. 
A 'National' movie star 
is 
born  
'National  Lampoon's Van 
Wilder'  lead, Ryan 






Dm!) Si 1-1 
WRITER  
Ryan Reynolds tries to think 
of
 
a way to best describe his new 
movie, "National Lampoon's Van 
Wilder," and is left with only one 
response. 




Reynolds, a 25 -year
-old native 
of Vancouver, 
British  Columbia, 
plays 
the title role in 
"Van
 




 that made the 
movie 
classics,  "Animal House" 
and "Christmas 
Vacation,"  among 
other fihns. 
"I'm just floored by being a 
part of 
that legacy," Reynolds 
said. "I think everyone 
that  is at 




 Wilder" is Reynolds' first 
lead role. 
Reynolds plays a college stu-
dent, Van 
Wilder,
 who enjoys col-
lege
 maybe just a little too
 much. 
Van 
Wilder is a seventh -year 
senior looking for
 ways to make 
it 
to an 
eighth  year of 



































every  door on 
campus. 
These things make for many
 Wilder, Sr., the rich father 
who 
comedic opportunities that 
the decides  seven years 
of
 college 
movie tries to exploit. 
support is enough for his son. 
Reynolds wants to make sure
 Reynolds found working 
with  
prospective audiences know the Matheson
 to be an enlightening 
way that these opportunities are 
experience.  
used are not in 
the typical col- "I was really 
impressed  with 
lege-aged
 movie ways. Tim," he said. "He's 
very
 helpful 
"You don't want to go too 
far  around the set. He is an absolute 
overboard," he said. "If you do, the 
class act. The whole cast in gen-
movie turns into "Dude, Where's eral is perfectly
 cast. I think we 
My Car."' hit it out of the 
park." 
Reynolds was recently on a Reynolds may be more famil-
nationwide tour of preview iar to audiences from his starring 
screenings for "Van Wilder." His role as medical resident Michael 
hectic schedule took him from Bergen in the ABC television 
San Francisco to Boston (all in series, "Two Guys
 and a Girl." 
one -day, no less) among other Although
 he enjoys both 
places. movies and television, Reynolds 
"This is something I enjoy," he says he would prefer to do work 
said. "So far the 
response  we've on the big screen. 
received (at the screenings)
 has "The quality control is just dif-
been very encouraging." 
ferent in 
television,"  he said. "You 
Reynolds explained how "Van can do a show in three or four 
Wilder" was 
a difficult movie to days and it's done. With a movie, 
run television trailers
 for because it's just a much longer process. A 
many of the comedic elements are 
more fulfilling one." 
not suitable for television or take The lesson
 of the movie, 
too long to develop. He said it's Reynolds explained, is facing the 
made his whirlwind tour more reality that the growing -up 
necessary. 
process is a necessary 
one. 
"Some of the best stuff in the "The movie has an underlying 
movie is set-up, payoff jokes," he heart," he 
said.  "Still, it's just a 
said. "Those kind of jokes take too really funny 
movie  though. I can't 
long to 
work  on TV ads." believe that 
it is this 
funny."
 
The cast of "Van Wilder" fea-
 The movie -going public ulti-
tures, among others, Tim Mathe- mately will decide how funny the 

















YORK (AP)  














 mayor, the New 
York 
rebounds  from the 
Awards
 
will return to 
New  York 
Grammys 
should come






for  the 
45th
 annual
 cer- York," 
Bloomberg  





































 the ninth time







 of days 
after  he 
the Grammys













York, will be 
held Feb. 












be the first time the Gram-
 Sept.









the  mys are broadcast on a Sunday 
retired


















 The annual show generates
 an 
donated








 estimated $40 million for 
the 
widows and

































said  the return of the 
Grammys
 





































 on the 
ABC sitcom
 "Two 









puck up to 
Wilder. 
Pearson




 tries to 
uncover  the 
truth 
about  Wilder 
not  wanting 
to
 gradu-
ate.  The 
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